and J. A.Nicholls@bath.ac.uk Using a rst order (bilinear) Bath Fractal Transform (BFT), we have obtained useful video sequences of talking heads with transmission rates as low as 40 KBits/sec. Previously, fractal image coding had been computationally asymmetric. In our work, 8 by 8 pixel blocks are coded in 250 s and decoded in 200 s on a 33 MHz i-486 based PC. This is of signi cance in consumer electronics, such as personal communications, where inexpensive coding systems will have an advantage over more expensive methods using DSP or custom chips to achieve the necessary speed. With a simple quantization and entropy coding scheme applied to standard QCIF frames, at 40 KBits/sec we achieve coding of 40% of each frame in a 25 Hz video sequence, equivalent to 100% at 10 Hz.
INTRODUCTION
Our aim is to produce a low bandwidth video communication system using fractal compression. The bilinear BFT 1 enables us to perform fast fractal coding with reasonable delity. It involves evaluating low order moments over the image block, and solving small sets of linear equations. Only the Y component of a colour image is fractally coded, using the bilinear BFT, which is a grey scale mapping of the form :
The recursive term e f(i,j) is what makes the process self-similar, and hence fractal. Figure 1 shows our scheme for fractal video compression of 176 by 144 pixel luminance (Y) images. 2 Each 64 pixel block can be transformed in 250 s, and the fractal coe cients are quantized to a user de ned number of bits, followed by Hu man coding. To achieve very low bit rates, we send only those blocks in greatest`error'. Dividing our input frame rate by our allowed bit rate gives us a bit budget per frame. The encoding computer keeps a reference image, which is a mosaic of the original pixels of the most recently coded version of each block. For each of the input frames,`error' values are computed from the absolute di erence in pixel values using the mask in Fig. 1 . These are then sorted into a priority list. Blocks are taken in order from the list, transformed, quantized, entropy coded, and transmitted until the bit budget has been reached. Colour is added by sub-sampling the U & V components to one U & V pair per 4 by 4 pixel block, quantised to 5 bits. The extra bits needed for the colour information are obtained by increasing the quantization of the Y component. The information for each block is assembled into a self contained packet. If there is any error during transmission the degradation should be restricted to a few blocks, depending on the nature of the error. Since the image is block structured only part of the image will be damaged, however these errors will persist in the received image until the same block is retransmitted.
RATE BUFFERED COMPRESSION

DECODING OF FRACTAL TRANSFORMS
To render the image blocks a fast accurate decoder is needed. The algorithm used is based upon the Accurate Fractal Rendering Algorithm (AFRA) 3 which ensures that the integral of the fractal function is correctly rendered with minimal operations. Using xed point arithmetic this can be performed in 200 s to render an 8 by 8 pixel block. Frame 410 of sequence (a) Original, (b) Coded by bilinear BFT, (c) Transmitted at 40 KBits/sec. The subject has just moved his head, and a local error peak can be seen in Fig. 3 . Figure 2 shows the results of encoding a monochrome sequence. The RMS errors for this sequence are shown in Fig. 3 . The error for full frame coding is relatively constant. For the 128 & 40 KBits/sec graphs shown in Fig. 3 , the RMS error increases at each scene change, and with the zoom at the start of the sequence. These e ects are unlikely to be common in video telephony, whereas the image quality of stable scenes is quite acceptable. When colour is added the luminance quality drops, but with the extra detail supplied by the chrominance signals, the perceived quality is still acceptable. Both monochrome and colour sequences will be shown at the conference. RMS errors in a fractal video sequence at various transmission rates.
